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XPERT eCampus 5.0 - Complete Social Learning Platform
Falls Church, VA. July 22, 2010. Q2 Learning, LLC announced today the release of the 5.0 version of their awardwinning XPERT eCampus social learning platform. This new release offers a full suite of formal, informal, and justin-time learning solutions.
Release 5.0 revolutionizes the delivery of rich online learning experiences with two major new modules. First, the
new portal engine delivers a customized user experience. Learners can easily drag and drop dozens of widgets and
social media tools into their customized workspaces, while providing object-level role-based management needed
for use in today’s corporate environment. Second, the XPERT Access module is a game-changing social
performance support tool. It’s powerful search engine and three-click design puts processes, procedures, competitive
intelligence, and other critical information within 10-second reach.
“In a market that is exploding with social media, I challenged our team to deliver a complete experience that
incorporates the latest tools and technology, but most importantly, truly produces measurable capability changes,”
said Dr. Bill Bruck, Principal and co-founder of Q2 Learning. “XPERT Access uses a total integration of wikis,
forums, and eLearning modules, etc. which goes beyond other knowledge management tools. The platform
integrates content, community, and learning to provide total performance support.”
The XPERT eCampus social learning platform is the only system that features re-usable learning maps with
dependencies and email pings; integrates trackable social learning activities into structured learning processes; and
reports on the activities of coaches as well as learners.
With these new additions, the XPERT eCampus allows performance and the user experience to be front and center,
enabling training organizations to save thousands of dollars and hours or days of seat time while exponentially
increasing speed to proficiency.”
ABOUT Q2 LEARNING
Q2Learning continues to lead the online learning revolution with our award-winning social learning platform, the
XPERT eCampus. Our groundbreaking technology is a complete social learning platform which supports a full
spectrum of formal, informal and just-in-time learning solutions.
The XPERT eCampus social learning platform makes it possible to transform traditional training events into
learning processes that rapidly produce dramatic shifts in capability. XPERT eCampus saves both time and effort
to create and manage learning programs and communities, through innovative templates and management
dashboards.
The consultant team at Q2 Learning is an expert and experienced group in professional and managed services. They
share a great depth of experience in all facets of learning platforms, design, delivery and technology. Learn more
about how Q2 Learning can take you beyond training, to achieve true mastery of your business.
www.Q2Learning.com
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